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We design, We make, We fit
We bring joy  

Innerspace Cheshire is based in Whitchurch in the North West of 
England where we make products that are kind to people, the 
planet and animals. 

Our local, dedicated team of makers hand craft our product range  
at our workshop. And our installation team travel up and down 
the country to fit all products nationwide.

"If you're passing by come meet all the team and 
our loyal, key member - Penny, the Labradoodle“ 



premium. 
natural material.
hand crafted. 

Quercus. 

Innerspace Cheshire Quercus is a luxurious end-grain 
oak product. A mixture of angular shapes form each 
panel creating stunning texture and pleasing visual 
pattern. A perfect high-end wall finish for premium 
spaces.

Every block is meticulously handcrafted and 
assembled at our local workshop. Quercus stands out 
beautifully with accent moss and bark inserts, making 
it a real attention-grabber.
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Quercus natural oiled is a panel system made from 
end-grain oak. Each shape is meticulously crafted 
and assembled by hand, then finished with natural 
oil to accentuate the distinctive qualities of the 
end-grain. This premium product is specifically 
designed to create beautiful feature walls, bringing a 
luxurious feel to any space. natural oiled.
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Quercus black stain features end-grain oak that 
has been stained in a dark shade. This staining 
effectively reduces the contrast between patterns 
and grain. It's an ideal selection for creating a 
sophisticated, moody atmosphere in interior spaces 
with a dark-themed design. black stain.
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Quercus white washed end-grain oak finish is 
achieved through the application of a white 
wood stain. This stain transforms the end grain 
into a subtle, pastel-toned sandy colour. white washed.
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Choose your design

natural oiled black stain white washed white washed+cork bark
more inserts available on request

natural oiled+lowland moss
more inserts available on request

black stain+copper
more inserts available on request
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OR OR OR 
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Standard composition.

6mm Zero formaldehyde MDF carrier.
15mm end grain oak

Dimensions. 

Made to order. 

Weight.

Approx 10Kg / Sqm

Specification.

quercus.specification
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natural oiled natural oiled
+ lowland moss

black stain white washed white washed
+ cork bark

black stain
+ copper laminate

Sample selection

quercus.samples



We'd love to hear from you.
01270 625043
office@innerspacecheshire.co.uk
www.innerspacecheshire.co.uk


